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1. Introduction
One of the most challenging tasks in automated instruction in mathe­
matics is that of developing a system for teaching proof. The challenge 
lies  p r im a r i ly  in the following three problem s:
F irs t ,  there are, in general, many d ifferent sequences o f statements 
which constitute proofs of a given theorem . Furtherm ore, there is  no 
generating rule by which one could set down all possible proofs ahead of 
tim e, and, even i f  all possib ilit ies  w e re  known, it would be difficult to 
design an effic ient checking procedure based on stored proofs. In an auto­
mated teaching system, then, i f  the student is  to be fr e e  to w r ite  any proo f 
he can, how is it to be decided whether what he has written is a p roo f or 
not?
Second, a sequence of statements which seems to the student to con­
nect what is given and the theorem  to be proved, and which also serves  
the psychological function of helping the student to find the conclusion, 
s t il l may not be a proof. Accord ing to a str ic t  log is t ic  point of view , the 
steps of a proo f are supposed to form  a log ica l chain, linking the p rem ises  
and the conclusion. Even according to customary practice in writ ing proofs , 
which allows gaps in the logic and im p rec is e ly  form ed statements, the 
arguments must convince knowledgeable persons other than the w r ite r .  So, 
writ ing down a series  of steps which term inates in the des ired  statement 
is not a sufficient achievement to be counted as a proof. Consequently, 
self-judgement by comparison of the term inal expression with the goal 
expression  is im practical.
1 The authors are espec ia lly  indebted to Donald L . B itzer  fo r  coding the 
computer program  and to P a tr ic ia  Cutler who, until her untimely death, 
helped us in so many ways, espec ia lly  by preparing program  tapes and 
in operating the computer during system checks. We are also grateful 
to Joel Selig fo r  assistance in preparing param eter tapes.
Third , i f  the student is to be in form ed of his e r ro rs  when he makes 
them, checking needs to be per fo rm ed  at eve ry  step o f his proof. Yet, 
fo llow ing any given sequence o f steps in a proof, there m ay be many 
leg it im ate  next steps, some of which may be useless and hence not found 
in any stored proof. So, the checking d ifficu lties noted fo r  entire proofs 
are compounded, when it is attempted to per fo rm  checks at each step.
These same difficu lties  a r ise  in connection with other mathematical 
prob lem s such as s im plif ication  of expressions and solution o f equations. 
They  a r ise , in fact, whenever the student’ s w ork  is  expected to justify  
his answer completely. There  are often many co rrec t  ways of arr iv ing  
at the solution of a given problem , and also some incorrec t  ways o f reach­
ing it. The c la im  that w rit ing instructional program s is easy in mathe­
matics because there are unique answers to problems, appears to lose 
its va lid ity  as one looks c lo se ly  at the task o f guiding students while 
solving challenging problem s. Th ere  is one consolation, however, a 
co rrec t  method does not y ie ld  a wrong answer.
One step toward the solution of these program ing problem s has been
taken in the development of a specia l teaching logic fo r  the P L A T O  II
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computer-based teaching system. This teaching logic, ca lled  PROOF, 
takes advantage of the f lex ib il ity  and student-controlled sequencing made 
available in the laboratory  or inquiry mode of program ing P L A T O . There 
are two lim itations on the genera l applicability of PROOF to mathematical 
prob lem  solving. The f ir s t  lim itation can be rem oved by a re la t iv e ly  s im ­
ple m odification  of the computer program , and the second lim itation, which 
may rea l ly  be a b lessing in disguise, would require a much m ore  elaborate 
computer program  to rem ove.
The f ir s t  lim itation o f PRO O F is that the student can only per fo rm  
proofs or derivations which fo rm  a linear chain — that is , each step 
fo llows from  the preceed ing step by virtue of some axiom or theorem.
But a m odified  program  is under development in which branching proofs 
or derivations can be constructed — that is , a given step can be made to
2 Donald L. B itzer , P .  G. Braunfeld, and W. W. L ichtenberger,
P L A T O  II:  A  multiple-student, computer-controlled, automatic teach­
ing device. In J. E. Coulson (Ed. ), P rogram m ed  learning and 
computer-based instruction. New York : W iley, 1962, pp. 1^1-204.
fo llow  from  any one, or any two, previous steps. The demands of 
various applications on this m ore  general teaching logic are considered 
in the fifth section of this report.
The second lim itation lies  in the fact that, in PROOF, the particu­
lar instance o f the axiom or theorem  which justif ies  each step must be 
specified in some detail by the student. This means in p ractice , that 
the student is  forced , because of the procedures needed to operate the 
machine, to construct a complete proof. That this could be considered 
a lim itation may be surprising in v iew  of the fact that mathematics is 
often advertised  as the subject in which a ll arguments are supported by 
the princip les of log ic . In actual practice , however, proofs and prob­
lem  solutions are usually written in an abbreviated fo rm  in which most 
o f the indicated in ferences do not fo llow  by d irect application o f the 
princip les of symbolic log ic . Such in ferences would them selves requ ire  
derivations of severa l steps each. However, constructing proo fs  in a
complete fo rm  can be a v e ry  interesting and worthwhile endeavor — as
3has been demonstrated by the UICSM mathematics project.
To  be sure, the student must eventually learn to w r ite  proofs in a 
less complete form . Most of the proofs o f synthetic geom etry, fo r  
example, would be much too long fo r  p ractica lity  i f  they had to be written  
out completely. But, having the experience of actually constructing com ­
plete proofs should enable the student to conceive rea l is t ica l ly  o f the 
requirements that would have to be met i f  he w ere  to construct a complete 
proo f along the lines of a conventional geom etry  proof. This conception 
could then serve  as a means o f  checking the acceptability of the short­
cuts which he takes as a m atter of p ractica l necessity. Thus, before 
students reach the stage at which they are ca lled  upon to w r ite  proofs in 
abbreviated form , it seems espec ia lly  desirab le  to introduce them to 
the study of complete proofs.
We do not know i f  it would be possib le to prepare a teaching log ic  fo r  
p roo f-w rit ing  in which the va lid ity  of all shortcuts typ ica lly  taken in con­
ventional proofs  could be evaluated by the computer. Because of the
3 Gertrude Hendrix, “ The psychological appeal of deductive p ro o f” , 
The Mathematics Teacher, Nov. 1961, pp. 515-520. See also the 
teacher ’ s edition of Units 2 and 6 o f the UICSM text, High School 
Mathematics. Urbana: U n ivers ity  of I l l ino is  P re s s ,  1 %0.
numerous pedagogical advantages to be gained by requiring rigorous 
proofs , we have no immediate motivation for developing such a p ro ­
gram. However, it is in teresting to note that Newell, Shaw, and Simon
have developed a heuristic program  for a computer so that it constructs
4
proofs of a half-dozen steps or so in a few minutes. Recent w ork  by
Wang has demonstrated the feas ib il ity  of generating such proofs in a
5
matter of seconds. This is roughly the same number of steps which 
a student might combine in one line of a typ ica lly  written  solution to 
an equation. By incorporating the methods developed by these in ves t i­
gators, it is possible in princip le to develop a rev ised  teaching logic 
fo r  mathematical prob lem  solving which would judge the va lid ity  of 
some conventional shortcuts. One must consider the poss ib il ity  that 
shortcuts which are conventional in proofs in geom etry  and perhaps in 
some other fie lds, may exceed the practica l lim itations of a p roo f­
constructing program  of the sort developed by Newell,  Shaw, and Simon. 
Even so, there may be other benefits from  incorporating this sort of 
p rogram , such as the capability of evaluating the strategy or elegance 
of a proo f as w e ll as its log ica l validity.
4 A . Newell, J. C. Shaw, and H. A. Simon, Report on a general prob lem ­
solving program , “ Information P ro cess in g ’ ’ , P roceed ings of the In ter­
national Conference on Information P ro c e s s in g , UNESCO, P a r is ,  1959, 
pp. 256-264. (See also reports  in this work by P. C. G ilm ore (pp. 265- 
272), H. Gelernter (pp. 273-281), and B. Dunham, R. Fridshal, and
G. L. Sward (pp. 282-284). A . Newell, J. C. Shaw, “ Program m ing the 
log ic  theory m ach ine ’ ’ , Proceedings of the Western Joint Computer 
C on ference , February, 1957. )
5 Hao Wang, “ Mechanical mathematics and in ferentia l ana lys is ’ ’ , Computer 
P rogram m ing  and F o rm a l System s. P. B ra ffort and D. HirschbeFg 
(Eds. ), North-Holland Publishing Company, Am sterdam , 1963.
2. Educational Uses of the P L A T O -P R O O F  System .
The present PROOF program  has been used to give supplementary 
lessons in the mechanics of p roo f to junior high school students and to 
high school teachers who are studying UICSM texts. It is  hypothesized, 
both in the case of students learning proo f fo r  the f irs t  tim e and in the 
case of teachers who have known only abbreviated proo f-w rit ing , that 
experience in constructing proofs with the P L A T O -P R O O F  system should 
make c lea r  to them a mechanical procedure by which they can ce r t i fy  
that a line of proo f fo llows from  its p rem ises . This procedure is the 
student’ s mental analog of the actual procedure which would be used by 
the computer to check the va lid ity  of that same line. Furtherm ore, 
experience with this system should structure a student’ s approach to the 
task of mathematical deduction so that he views the crea tive  aspects of 
this task as deciding on the answers to a repeated cycle  of questions — 
what transformation rule, which variab le , what substitution? H owever, 
we have not been able to co llec t sufficient data as yet to draw f irm  con­
clusions about the teachability of p roo f by machine.
P roo fs  of theorems of a lgebra appear to be v e ry  useful for both of 
these above purposes. Although it is  not customary to introduce proofs 
in e lem entary algebra, such proofs have the advantage of being both 
simple and d irect even when written out in a complete form . However, 
a lgebra is certa in ly  not the only possible subject fo r  an introduction to 
rigorous proof. (Other applications of the program  w il l  be considered 
b r ie f ly  in Section 5 of this report. ) In o rder to illustrate the conception 
o f the mechanics of proof, which experience with the P L A T O -P R O O F  
system  could give a student, a b r ie f  outline of the PROOF operations 
is  presented.
In the PRO O F teaching logic  there are f ive  m ajor operations which 
the system places at the student’ s command:
(1) The student can select which o f a given set o f problems he wishe 
to w ork  firs t .  At tim es, selecting an effic ient o rder  in which to 
solve a set of problems may be an important part o f his general 
p rob lem -so lv ing  activity.
(2) The student can form  an instance of any general princip le  stored 
in the computer, replacing each variab le  with constants, other
variab les , or expressions of his choice. F o r  certain  purposes, 
the problem  its e l f  may need to be recast by substitution — in 
other cases the most difficult part of a problem  may be the 
recognition that an unusual instance of a given generalization 
w i l l  fo rm  a needed link in solving a problem.
(3) The student can apply an instance of a generalization (or a 
hypothesis stated in the p rob lem ) to transform  a statement or 
expression which he has a lready derived.
(4) The student can copy untransformed portions of the statement 
or expression last derived. This perm its princip les and hypo­
theses to be applied in the appropriate places without going 
through a form al application o f the propositional calculus to 
entire statements.
(5) The student can ask the system to judge whether solution to 
the problem  is acceptable. In a completed proof, the final 
line derived  must match exactly  the line representing his goal.
The teaching logic is such that the production of a matching line 
guarantees that the student’ s entire derivation constitutes a complete 
mathematical proof. The system can then in form  the student of his suc­
cess and record  the theorem  proved as one that he can ca ll upon in the 
future. We turn now to a somewhat m ore  detailed discussion of the com ­
puter p rogram  which p er fo rm s these operations.
3. Structure of the Computer P ro g ra m  fo r  PRO O F
Any system which, like algebra, invo lves  short strings of symbols 
and fixed rules for transform ing one string o f  symbols to another can be 
handled by this program  or some m inor variation of it. Symbolic log ic  
is such a system. So is Boolean algebra. Even within the f ie ld  o f  a lgebra, 
one is not res tr ic ted  by the p rogram  to exe rc ises  in a lgebra ic  proofs. 
Indeed, in equation solving and sim plification  o f a lgebra ic  expressions, 
transformation principles are used in the same way as in proo fs . Thus, 
while we now describe the essentia l features of the program  in term s o f 
its use in a lgebraic proofs (p r im a r i ly  because we are most experienced 
in thinking in those te rm s ),  in a la ter section, we w i l l  consider the use 
o f the system fo r  other types of prob lem s in a lgebra and in other branches 
of mathematics.
The PRO O F teaching log ic  is a p rogram  coded in IL L IA C  language 
and run with the P L A T O  II  equipment by the CSL Control Data 1604 com ­
puter. The PROOF program  is accompanied by the P L A T O  L A B  program  
and by S IM ILE , the IL L IA C  simulation routine. It is  also accompanied 
by statements of the exerc ises ,  the generalizations which are  to be a va i l­
able to the student solving the prob lem s, and other coded in formation 
particu lar to the lesson desired.
In order to accomplish the m a jor  operations described  above, the 
p rogram  reserves  50 words of m em ory  fo r  each of two students.
Nineteen of these 50 words are re se rved  fo r  various constants nec­
essary  fo r  the operation o f the many sub-routines which com prise  the 
program . The remaining 31 words are divided into four m em ory  banks 
labeled P , SP, SSP, and SPS respective ly . When the program  is in 
operation, these four banks contain coded expressions pertinent to the 
exerc ise  being worked. Alphabetic symbols, punctuation signs, mathe­
m atica l or log ica l operation signs, etc. , are each a rb itra r i ly  assigned 
a s ix-b inary-d ig it  code. Within the computer, the strings of symbols 
corresponding to an exerc ise  or one o f the steps in its solution are  rep ­
resented by corresponding strings o f these s ix -d ig it  codes.
When the student selects a theorem , it is stored in the P  m em ory  
bank p re c is e ly  as given. La ter , the P  bank contains the exe rc ise  stated 
in term s of variables f r e e ly  chosen by the student. Thus, F igu re  1-A
(te x t continues on p. 11)
8F igure  1 - A T im e : t 1
V V < (-x )  + (yx ))  = ((y - l )x )x y .
P ( ( - x )  + (yx)) ( (y  - D x )
The student has selected a theorem  to be proven. P  in it ia lly  contains 
the theorem  as given.
F igure  1 - B T im e: t2 >
V V ( ( - x )  + (yx ))  = ((y  - 1 )x)x y
( ( - a )  + (ba)) =
P ( ( - a )  + (ba)) ((b - 1 )a)
The student has elected to rep lace ‘ x ’ by ‘ a ’ and ‘y ’ by ‘b ’ in constructing 
his proof.
9F igure 1-C T im e : t 3 > t2
V V (( —x) + (yx )) = ( (y - 1 )x)x y
( ( - a )  + (ba)) =
( ( ( - l ) a )  + (ba)) =
( ( ( -1  ) + b)a) =
((b + ( -  1 ))a) =
((b
}  -1  tt
}  dpma 
}  epa 
}  ps
(line 4 of the p roo f)  
( f irs t part of line 5)
The student has selected as his transformation rule the princip le of subtrac­
tion [abbreviated ps on screen ]: VxVy(x + (—y))= (x - y). A  coded statement 
of the rule is automatically entered into SPS from  the stored lis t of trans­
formation rules.
F igure 1-D T im e : t 4 > t 3
/ V  v  ( ( - x )  + (yx)) = ((y - l )x )
r x  y
( ( - a )  + (ba)) =
( ( ( - l ) a )  + (ba)) =
( ( (— 1 ) + b)a ) =
<(b + (— 1 ))a ) =
}  -1  tt 
}  dpma 




((b + (— 1 ))a) =
(b + ( - 1 ) ) (b - 1)
(line 4)
The student replaced ‘x ’ and *yf in the transformation rule [as stored at 
time t ] by ‘ b ’ and *1* respective ly , indicating how he intends to use the 
rule. 3Note that the left-hand expression in SPS matches characters two 
through nine in SP.
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F igure 1 -E T im e : t_ > t .5  4
V V ((-x ) + (yx) = ((y - l)x)x y
( ( - a )  + (ba)) =
( ( (— 1 )a) + (ba)) = 
( ( (— 1 ) + b)a) =
((b + ( -  1 ))a) =
((b - 1)
}  -1  tt 
}  dpma 
}  epa 
}  ps
P  ( ( - a )  + (ba))
SP | ( (b +  ( - 1 ) ) I )  
SSP ((b - 1 )
((b - i )a )
(line 4) 
(line 5)
The matching procedure at time t4 was successful. The computer plots 
‘ - 1 ) ’ on the screen and stores it in SSP.
F igure  1 - F Completed P roo f
V V ( ( - x )  + (yx )) = ((y - l )x )
x y
( ( - a )  + (ba)) =
( ( (— 1 )a) + (ba)) =
( ( ( - D  + b)a) =
((b + ( -  1 ))a) =
((b - l )a )  =
So V V (( — x) + (yx )) = ((y - l )x )x y
}  -  l t t  
1 dpma 
}  epa 
}  ps
P ( ( - a )  + (ba)) ((b - l )a )
The student had started with a copy of the left m em ber of the identity, 
as stored in P , and his last line is now a copy of the right m em ber. 
The computer checks the last line of the proo f against P  before  show­
ing the slide containing the conclusion.
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illustrates the initial contents of P  copied at time t ± from  the main com ­
puter m em ory  where the theorem  had been stored by the author of the 
lesson. This figure and subsequent figures also show the appearance o f 
the screen  which is indicated by a fram e. F igure 1-B shows the exp res ­
sions stored in P  at tim e t2 when the student completed his selection of 
the variab les he w il l  use in proving the theorem, and it also shows the 
f ir s t  line of proof which was then plotted on the student’ s screen. Note 
that from  time t2 until the completion of the proof, P  contains the exp res ­
sion toward which the student is working. (Compare contents of P  in 
F igures 1-B, 1-C, and 1-E with the next to the last line of the proo f shown 
in F igure  1-F . )
The SP m em ory bank contains that line of the student’ s proo f which 
was most recently  derived. Thus, fo r  example, in F igures 1-C, 1-D, and 
1-E the content of SP is line four of the proof, the last completed line.
The fifth line of the proo f w i l l  be the result of applying one of the trans­
form ation  rules to part of line four, the remainder of that line being copied.
The SSP bank contains that part of line f ive , the line currently  being 
developed, which is a lready on the screen. Thus, in F igure  1-C, SSP 
contains three characters copied by the student from  the line above and, 
in F igure 1-E, SSP contains three additional characters resulting from  
application of the transformation rule.
The SPS m em ory  bank is in tim ately  connected with the functioning of 
those sub-routines which accomplish the application of transformation 
rules. In it, the instance of the princip le which is to be used in tran s fo rm ­
ing a line of proof is found. F igure  1-C shows the contents of the SPS at 
tim e t3 just after the student has indicated his intention to use the p rin ­
ciple of subtraction to transform  a portion of line four. F igure  1-D shows 
the contents of the SPS at time t4, when the student has indicated the way 
in which he intends to use this transform ation  rule, i. e. , he had indicated 
the expressions (in this case single characters ) to be substituted fo r  each 
of the variab les in the transformation rule as given. At this t im e, (t4), 
the program  takes over control from  the student. The left-hand expression  
in SPS is checked character fo r  character against the appropriate portion 
of the stored line in SP. I f  the expressions match, as in the case i l lu s ­
trated in F igu re  1-D, then the right-hand portion of the expression  in SPS 
is plotted at the appropriate place on the screen ( r e fe r  to the last line o f
(te x t continues on p. 14)
12




( ( - a )  + (ba)) ((b - 1 )a)
(b + { - ! ) ) =  (b - 1)
X = / (xz ) = (yz )
(line 1 )
Student has indicated that he w il l  use the uniqueness principle fo r  
multiplication [upm; V V V x = y = ^ > (xz ) = (yz )]  to generate the 
second line of the prooi. ^
F igu re  2-B T im e : t2 > t t
SP
SPS
(b + ( - ! ) )  = (b - 1)
(b + ( - ! ) )  = (b - 1) ((b + (-1  ))a) = ((b - 1 )a
(line 1 )
The student replaced the ‘ x ’ s ’ , ‘ y ’ s ’ and ‘ z ’ s ’ in the transformation rule 
as stored in SPS by 4 (b + { - ! ) ) ' ,  ‘ (b - 1)’ , and ‘ a ’ , respective ly . Note 
that the le ft hand expression  in SPS matches contents of SP.
13
►-
Figure 2-C T im e : t 3 > t 0
C VxV y ( ( - x )  + (yx )) = « y  - l ) x )
(b + ( - 1 ) )  = (b - 1)
<(b + ( -1  ))a ) = ((b - 1 )a)
ps
}  upm
Line two is plotted automatically after checking procedures are completed. 
Note that the in ference completed here is an application of the law of detach­
ment (or modus ponens), (p A (p q)) q. Since the computer ca rr ies  
out the same operations whenever it transform s a line or part o f a line, a ll 
in ferences within the body of proofs can be regarded as instances of a modus 
ponens-like rule.
The remaining steps in the proof are shown in F igure  2-D.
F igure 2-D Completed P ro o f
V V ( ( - x )  + (yx )) = ((y - l ) x )x y
(b + ( - 1 ) )  = (b - 1)
((b + ( -  1 ))a) = ((b - l )a )  
((ba) + ( - l a ) )  = ((b - 1 )a)
((ba) + ( - a ) )  = ((b - 1 )a)
( ( - a )  + (ba)) = ((b - 1 )a)




}  -1  tt
}  epa
( ( - a )  + (ba)) ((b - l ) a )
Completed proo f starting as in F igure 2-C. Note that the student’ s last 
line matches the expression in P. A fte r  comparing the last line with 
the contents of P, the computer showed the conclusion slide superim­
posed on the student’ s proof.
the partia l p roo f in F igure  1-D) and stored in SSP. The computer is able 
to determ ine that a part of the right-hand expression in SPS is a lready on 
the screen, and does not replot that portion of the expression. If the le ft- 
hand expression  in SPS is found to d if fe r  from  the characters in SP, the 
keyset “ beeps”  to indicate to the student that he has made an e r r o r  and 
control is returned to the student.
F igures 2 -A , 2-B, and 2-C show the functioning of the SPS in the ap­
plication of a transformation rule which applies to an entire equation.
The reader should note that this transformation requires the substitution 
of severa l characters fo r  two of the variab les in the transform ation  rule 
as given. In making these substitutions, the constants which indicate the 
line length and the lengths of the two sides of SPS must be adjusted ac­
cordingly.
With the preceding discussion available as background, it w i l l  be pos­
sible to illustrate b r ie f ly  the remaining features of the PROOF program . 
Copy Button:
Generally, in constructing a line of a proof, only parts o f the 
preceding line are to be transform ed. A  button is provided on the 
keyset which, when pushed, automatically plots the next character 
out of SP, and stores it in SSP. The f irs t  three characters o f line 
f ive  of the partia l p roo f shown in F igure  1-C w ere  copied in this 
manner.
Hypothesis Button:
In proving a conditional theorem such as that shown in F igure 3, 
one extra transformation rule which involves making use of the hy­
pothesis is available in addition to those given in the stored l is t  of 
transform ation rules. The student initiates this transformation by 
pushing the hypothesis button on the keyset. A  coded statement of 
the hypothesis is trans ferred  to SPS and compared with the approp­
riate expression  in SP. I f  this matching procedure is successful, 
the transform ed expression  is plotted on the screen. I f  the exp res ­
sions do not match, or i f  for some other reason it would be im proper 
to apply the transformation, the keyset “ beeps” .
Conclusion Button:
When the student be lieves  he has completed a proof, he pushes  
the conclusion button. The computer checks fo r  a completed proo f  
by comparing the student’ s last line (which, as always, is to be 
found in S P )w ith  part or a ll of the stored expression in P. The 
part of P  to be used in the com parison depends upon the type of 
theorem  and the strategy of the proof. I f  the theorem  is a condi­
tional generalization (F igu re  3), the last line of the proo f should 
match the right side o f P. I f  the theorem  is an identity and the 
student began with the le ft m em ber, his last line should match the 
right half of P (F igure 1-F ). G iven the same identity to prove, i f  
the student starts with the right m em ber, his last line should match 
the le ft side of P. F inally , i f  the student begins his proof o f the 
identity with an instance of some generalization  (as in F igure 2-D ), 
the last line of the proo f should match the entire expression in P.
The computer selects the co rrec t  procedure in each case, and 
shows the conclusion slide to the student i f  the proof was co rrec t ;  
otherwise the keyset “ beeps”  and the student continues his proof. 
Special Requests:
(a) Continue: I f  a line of the proo f is too long to fit on the 
screen, pushing the continue button allows the student to 
move down to the next line of the screen and to indent six 
spaces. If  the computer is automatically plotting an ex ­
pression which would extend beyond the right-hand m argin  . 
of the screen, it too continues on the next line with ?n 
indentation.
(b ) E rase: Pushing the erase button com plete ly  c lears  the 
P L A T O  screen p reserv ing  only the student’ s choice of 
exerc ise .
(c) Scratch: Pushing the scratch button produces a dashed line 
through the current line of proof. This perm its the student 
to change his mind on one step without having to start from  
the beginning of his proo f as he must when he pushes the 
erase button. The computer w i l l  scratch out two screen 
lines i f  the continue button has been pushed during the d eve l­
opment of the current line.
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(d) Sym m etry of Equality fo r  Hypothesis: In F igure  3, pushing 
the hypothesis button resulted in replacing ‘b ’ in line one by 
‘ a ’ in the corresponding position on line two. Had the student 
desired  to rep lace ‘ a ’ by ‘b ’ , it would have been necessary  
for him to f ir s t  push the sym m etry  of equality fo r  hypothesis 
button so as to res to re  the hypothesis in its sym m etr ic  form ,
i. e. , ‘ a = = ab ’ instead o f ‘ b
17
Figure 3
Note: In this illustration we have elim inated the replacement o f each of 
the variables given in the exe rc ise  and the grouping symbols to 
better show the functions o f the hypothesis button.
Theorem : b = a ——î> ac - be
ac - be = ac - b c
ac - be = ac - a c
ac - be = 0
b = a —— ac - be
identity
}  hypothesis
}  V x - x = 0 x
This v e ry  elegant proof requ ires that the student use the hypothesis to 
rep lace the ‘b ’ in the right-hand side of line 1 by an ‘ a ’ . This can be 
accomplished by pushing the hypothesis button at the appropriate time. 






(part o f line 2)
The ‘b ’ in the^left-hand part of SPS matches the *b’ in the SP so 
an ‘ a ’ , the expression in the right-hand part of SPS, is plotted.
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4. The P ro o f  Keyset
The student employs a small ten-button keyset to communicate to 
the system  the various decisions that he makes in constructing a proof 
of a theorem . By pressing the keyset buttons in certain, proper, w e ll-  
fo rm ed  sequences the student can accomplish:
a. The selection o f a particu lar theorem  from  the set o ffe red  in 
the lesson, his choice of the o ffe red  strategies for attacking 
the proof, and the form ation  either of an instance of a m em ber 
of the theorem or o f an assumed principle with which he wishes 
to begin.
b. Each of the steps of a proo f by calling upon a transformation 
princip le and making proper substitutions for  the variab les  in
it, which, by a “ modus ponens”  log ic, w il l  produce the desired 
in ference.
c. Such special operations, discussed in the previous section, as 
copy particu lar characters, scratch out a line, erase the screen, 
announce the completion o f work in a particular line, assert 
that a proo f has been form ed, and so forth.
As w il l  be noted from  an examination of F igure 4, which g ives a p ic­
ture of the keyset, each of the buttons other than STA R T  and O FF  serve  
severa l distinct purposes. Generally , to each button has been assigned 
a particu lar numeral (far right column of the keyboard), a variab le  name 
in the variab les column, a character in each of the two halves of the sub­
stitutions column, and a function in the control column. Four buttons have 
an additional assignment in the special request column at the fa r  left.
A t the base of each of the four fu ll columns of the keyboard is a small 
light bulb. I f  the next decis ion the student should make is that of se lec t­
ing an exe rc ise  theorem , a proof strategy, or a transformation p r in c i­
ple — which are identified by numerals — the light would be on under the 
numerals column. W ere  the next step one of designating which of the 
variab les of the theorem  or of a transformation principle is to be sub­
stituted for, the bulb at the base of the variab les  column would be lighted. 
The characters which w i l l  be used to fo rm  an expression to be substituted 
for  a particu lar variab le  are to be chosen in proper sequence from  the 
le ft and right halves of the third column, and the bulb at the base of this 
column-will be on while the choice o f these characters is being made.
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F igu re  4. The PR O O F  K eyset
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To shift from  the right to the left half of this column, the SET 2 button 
is pressed. To indicate the completion of the expression desired , the 
FINISH SUBSTITUTIO N  button is pressed. F inally , i f  the bulb at the base 
of the control column is lighted, the system w i l l  p er fo rm  that function which 
is indicated by the next button pressed.
This system of lights helps to in form  the student concerning what mean­
ing the device w i l l  g ive to the next button pressed  in a sequence. The light 
is program ed to shift automatically from  one column to another according 
to what the teaching log ic  decrees is to be the next kind of decision that 
the student should make. The lights, there fo re , provide him with some 
cues fo r  the sequence of steps in his task.
The keyset w il l  em it a short tone, or “ beep” , i f  the student should 
press an “ i l l e g a l ”  button or sequence of buttons at any point in the lesson, 
but it remains to the student to determ ine what e r ro r  he has committed.
What is to be “ i l l e g a l ”  at a particu lar point in constructing a proo f is 
sometimes a subtle problem  which the designer of the teaching logic  must 
face and w i l l  not be discussed here. However, certain examples w ere  
given in the previous sections and others w i l l  occur to the reader. For 
example, the designation of a variab le  irre levan t to the theorem  or trans­
formation princip le, an attempt to substitute an incomplete or im proper 
expression  fo r  a variab le , or a request to copy a non-existing character 
are mistakes which would result in a prompt “ beep” .
To begin a lesson the student p resses the S TA R T  button and obtains, 
on the screen, the set of exerc ise  theorems. He makes his selection of 
one of this set by pressing the button opposite the numeral of that theorem. 
Next displayed on the screen is the theorem of his choice and a set o f in­
structions on how to select one of the possib le proof s trategies. A cco rd ­
ing to this choice, he may be d irected to form  an instance of one or the 
other of the m em bers of the theorem, or of a princip le from  which the 
student be lieves  he can deduce the theorem. By press ing the numeral 
button which corresponds to his choice of strategy, the screen  is changed 
to a “ blackboard”  with the theorem to be proved written  at the top. The 
student then ca rr ies  out the f irs t  step according to the instructions that 
w ere  given and proceeds to the presentation of his proof.
An illustration of the procedures fo llowed in selecting and making use 
of a princip le  to transform  one line of a p roo f to the next should be suf­
fic ient to give the reader a reasonably complete understanding of how the
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sequence of buttons to effect the trans fo rm ation  is  fo rm ed. W e w i l l  r e fe r
to the exam ple of a com plete p roo f which is  d isp layed in F igu re  1 -F .
%
The second line of this proo f is the expression:
(((-1 )a) + (ba)) = .
This is transformed to the expression on the third line by means of the d is ­
tributive principle of multiplication over  addition (dpma) which is among the 
generalizations stored for  use with this lesson.
dpma V V V ( (x z )  + (y z ) )  = ((x + y )z )  25
Js . y  z j
Comparison of the expression  to be transform ed with the left m em ber o f 
the transformation princip le indicates that the variab le  ‘ x ’ should be ref- 
placed by ‘ ( - 1 ) ’ , the variab le  ‘ y ’ by ‘ b ’ , and ‘ z ’ by ‘ a ’ . The following 
tableau demonstrates the sequence of button presses  which w i l l  accomplish
this.
Step Light in Column Button Remarks
1 Control Substitution in
generalization
2 Numerals 2, then 5 Code name of principle
3 Variab les X
4 Substitution ( In set 1
5 Substitution - In set 1
6 Substitution Set 2 Shifts to le ft half.
7 Substitution 1 Automatically shifts back to
right half.
8 Substitution ) In set 1
9 Substitution Finish Completes replacement for  
‘ x ’ .
10 Variables y
11 Substitution Set 2 Shifts to left half.
12 Substitution b Autom atica lly  shifts back to
right half.
13 Substitution Finish Completes replacement fo r
v .
14 Variab les z
15 Substitution Set 2
16 Substitution a
17 Substitution Finish Completes replacement fo r
‘ z\
The student having designated replacements fo r  a ll of the variables 
of the princip le, the computer makes the check described in Section 3, 
which succeeds, and then it plots this expression  on the third line of proof:
( ( ( -1 )  + b)a)
To complete the line the student p resses  the C O PY  button to plot an * = ’ 
sign and then the FINISH L IN E  button to shift to the next line on the 
“ b lackboard” . The student proceeds in the same fashion until he has 
generated the line that represents his goal. He then p resses  the button 
marked FO RM  CONCLUSION and a slide change brings on the conclud­
ing statement of the theorem  proved. Then, by depressing the STA R T  
button he is presented with the l is t of e x e rc is es ,  and he is ready to choose 
his next exerc ise .
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5. Other Applications
In order to illustrate the d ivers ity  o f possible applications of PRO O F 
and the genera lity  of its basic routines, we now give attention to possible 
adaptations of the PROOF program  to mathematics problems other than 
those of proving e lem entary theorems in algebra. It has a lready been 
pointed out that adaptations for  handling simplification problems and the 
solution of equations would require no basic changes in the PROOF p ro ­
gram. In both cases, the work norm ally  procédés in a linear chain of 
transformations, each transformation applying a theorem  of a lgebra or 
fact of arithmetic. The stored list of useful theorems may be somewhat 
la rg e r  than one ord inarily  employs in proofs and the facts o f arithmetic 
required in a given set o f problems could be quite large. However, ju ­
dicious lesson planning may be able to hold the lists within reason. In 
the case of s im plification problems, it is sometimes necessary  to allow 
any one of two or three alternative expressions as a satis factory  s im p li­
fication.
Finding the solution sets of simple inequalities should be no m ore 
difficult than solving equations, provided the appropriate transformation 
rules are made available. I f  the student w ere  allowed to enter the ex ­
pression  to be sim plified  or the equation to be solved, worded problems 
could be presented instead of algebraic expressions. In the case of the 
worded problems, however, it would be desirab le  to provide a check of 
the expression  form ed by the student.
In order to extend the usefulness of the basic routines, the general 
mathematical problem-solving program  should be a teaching logic in 
which it is easy to va ry  the extent to which decisions are le ft to the 
student. The optimum degree of student control w il l  depend a great deal 
on the subject matter, the le v e l  of experience of the student and the 
purpose fo r  which the program  is being used. By experimenting with 
the degree  of automation, one may be able to determine the most suit­
able degree fo r  studying problem  solving and also to d iscover e ffective 
schedules for  changing the automatic features in the course of a teach­
ing program .
There  are at least two aspects of student control which, although 
related, need to be considered separately. They are the completeness 
with which the student must specify  his des ires  at each step, and the 
f lex ib il ity  of choice he has in what he can do next. Each of these aspects 
in turn has two sub-aspects — the spec if ic ity  and f lex ib il ity  can be modi­
fied either in the completeness of p roo f or in the var iab il ity  of the order 
in which things must be done. The most plausible approach to this ob­
jec tive  is to design the program, assuming maximum student control of 
a ll aspects but providing for  the automation of various decisions at the 
lesson w r i t e r ’ s d iscretion. F o r  purposes of introductory lessons, with 
simple problem s, it should be possible to s im plify  the student’ s task by 
automating certain  decisions. On the other hand, automation could also 
enter into sophisticated vers ions to re l ie v e  the burden o f spec if ic ity  
required.
The present PRO O F program  is a lready highly automated. The most 
desirable next goal would be the production of a teaching logic which in­
creases  student control as much as is possible, but perm its easy resetting 
to the present le v e l  of automation. It should also add additional features 
which give genera lity  without in terfer ing  with the operation in simple cases. 
The detailed planning of such a teaching logic is essentia lly  complete, and 
program ing it has a lready begun.
A fte r  gaining experience with this new teaching log ic , we should be 
able to judge the advisability  of developing another new p rogram  which 
would increase student control as much as could conceivably be desired 
— provided again that satis factory  means can be found fo r  returning the 
program  to a le v e l  of automation like that in PROOF.
To illustrate some of the desirable range of student control and its 
uses, consider the case of a student solving the equation 3X2 + 18x = 21.
His work might look like the fo llowing a fter he had finished:
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3x2 + 18x = 21 
x2 + 6x = 7 
x2 + 6x - 7 = 0 
(x + 7)(x - 1) = 0 
x = - 7 or x = 1
divide by 3 
subtract 7 
factor, using 7, -1 
solution fo r  factorization
The extrem e of automation which we would consider developing would allow 
the student to indicate commands like those shown in the right-hand c o l ­
umn above. A fte r  each command, the system would check that the 
command is leg itim ate and then print out the resulting line of the d e r i­
vation. On the other hand, fo r  some purposes, we may wish to provide 
a much higher degree of student control. It might ve ry  w e l l  be that some 
students — and perhaps all students at some stage — would learn  better 
or revea l their thought p rocesses  better i f  they actually type out each 
line in whatever order they chose, identifying the transform ation rule 
they are using for each, and, whenever they fee l ready, ask the system 
to check i f  their work to that point is valid.
These two different ways of operating the system, and many others 
besides, should be read ily  available to the experim enter or instructional 
program  w r ite r .  It must be recogn ized that solving problem s on P L A T O  
cannot com plete ly  resem ble  fre e  pencil and paper work. In general, any 
means of collecting process data must in ter fere  with the process to some 
extent. However, when the degree of freedom  can be var ied  system atic­
ally  so that different aspects o f problem  solutions come under control, 
it should become possible to ascertain the effect of data gathering on the 
thought p rocesses.
A  subject in which training in the mechanics of constructing complete 
proofs fits v e ry  naturally is symbolic logic. Some simple, l inear proofs 
in log ic  can be written with the present PROOF program  by changing some 
of the characters and by introducing log ica l rules in place of the axioms 







((q V ~  p) A p) q
(q V ~  p) A p 
( ~  q ~  p) A p 
I r^ j p r>u rv q) A p
(p q) A p 
p A (p -> q)
q
}  ied i 
}  icp 
}  idn 
}  cic 
}  id
RULES USED
Equivalence of disjunction and implication: p V q<-» ( ~  p —► q) 
Law of contraposition: (p —» q) <—» (~  q ~  P)
Law of double negation • r^/ p  ^ y p
Commutative law of conjunction: p A q * - *  q A P 
Law of detachment (modus ponens): (p  A (p -» q)) -> q
F igure 5. A  linear proof in propositional logic.
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However, branching proofs and derivations, in which severa l linear 
chains of in ferences are joined together in a t re e - l ik e  arrangement, are 
much m ore frequently encountered in symbolic logic than in elementary 
algebra. So, extensive use of problems in log ic  would require a teach­
ing log ic  in which the student could structure the p roo f by identifying the 
particu lar line or lines he is calling on rather than having to fo llow  a 
forced  structure fo r  his proof.
F o r  examples o f branching proofs in a form at suitable fo r  use with a 
m ore  general mathematical p rob lem -so lv ing  program , see F igures 
6 -A  and 6-B. In branching proofs, it is also necessary  to jo in two or 
m ore  lines o f p roof to form  a third. This procedure is illustrated in 
these figures w herever  two line codes at the right of each proo f are 
separated by a conjunction sign (/\) instead of a comma.
The two proofs shown in F igu res  6 -A  and 6-B  illustrate how a simple 
modification of the p rogram  can reduce the degree  of specific ity  required 
of the student. In F igure 6 -A , only rules of log ic  may be used to trans­
fo rm  statements. In F igure 6-B, however, the student is also allowed to 
use p rem ises  o r  existing lines of p roo f as transformation rules. Witn 
this p rov iso , the two longest lines of the p roo f in F igure 6 -A  (line 12 and 
line 15) can be skipped. In the shorter proof, shown in F igure 6-B, 
instead of calling on the modus ponens rule, r2, the student derives  line 12 
by calling on the conditional statement 01 together with line 11. L ine 14 
of this proof is derived by calling on the conditional statement 13 together 
with p rem ise  03. Thus, in the shorter proof, the built-in modus ponens 
procedure is used instead of calling on that rule explic itly . In princip le, 
other rules can be built into the system, making other types of shortcuts 
possible, but once they have been built in their use can be eas ily  res tr ic ted  
as des ired  fo r  particular educational and research  purposes.
Once we notice that problems in the various branches of logic can be 
handled by the PROOF program , it becomes apparent that applications 
o f log ic  can be handled with only t r iv ia l  changes. F o r  example, switch­
ing c ircu its can be represented by Boolean algebra. Simplification of 
complex switching c ircu its is usually best accomplished by s im p lif ica ­
tion of the corresponding Boolean expression. E lem entary cases of
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P rem ises  Conclusion
01 (p v q) —■ ( r V s ) s
02 (q v  r ) -  t
03 ~  t
04 p
PROOF
11 P V q 04, r l
12 (p V q) A ( (p V q) —* (r V s)) 11 A 01
13 r V s 12, r 2
14 ~  t — ~  (q V r ) 02, r 3
15 ~  t A (~  t -*■ ~  (q V r ) ) 03 A 14
16 ~  (q V r) 15, r 2
17 ~  q /\ ~  r 16, r4
18 ~  r 17, r 5
19 (r V s ) A ~  r 13 A 18
20 s 19, r6
RULES USED
r l P — (p V q) Rule of addition
r2 (p (p q) )  — q Law of detachment (modus ponens)
r 3 (p — q) "  ( ~  q — ~  p) Law of contraposition
r4 ~  (p V q) (~  p A ~  q) De M organ ’ s Law I
r 5 (p A q) —' q Detachment fo r  conjunction
r6 ((P V q) A ~  p) —' q Theorem  4
F igure  6-A. A  branching proo f in propositional log ic  
using modus ponens explicitly.
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P rem ises
01 (p V q) ( r V  s>
02 (q V O  — t




11 P V q
PROOF
04, r l
12 r V s 11, 01
13 ~  t — ~  (q V r ) 02, r 3
14 ~  (q V f ) 03, 13
15 ~  q A ~  r 14, r4
16 ~  r 15, r5
17 (r V s ) A ~  r 12 A 16
18 s 17, r6
r l p — (p v q)
RULES USED
Rule of addition
r3 (p —* q) ~  (~  q —* ~  P) Law of contraposition
r4 ~  (p V q) -  p A ~  q) De M organ ’ s Law I
r5 (p a q) q Detachment for  conjunction
r6 ( (p  V q) A ~  p) —* q Theorem  4
F igure 6-B. A  branching proof in propositional log ic  using the 
built-in modus ponens logic  as a shortcut.
sim plification  in Boolean algebra can be perform ed  with the present 
PROOF program  as illustrated in F igure 7. A  useful new feature for 
such an application would be a means whereby the student could compose 
an expression representing the diagram of the c ircu it to be simplified.
With-this feature, a means of judging the correctness of the expression 
composed (and of judging the completeness of the s im plification ) would 
need to be included. Poss ib ly , a list of alternate expressions against 
which comparisons are made w il l  suffice for these judge routines. More 
complex applications of log ic w il l  requ ire the branching capabilities d is­
cussed above.
One custom arily  thinks of geom etry  in connection with proof, yet 
writing complete proofs is a far m ore difficult task in geom etry  than in 
most other branches of mathematics. Additional features a lready p ro ­
posed for the new program , such as those permitting branching proofs and 
student formulation o f expressions representing d iagrams, would be use­
ful in geom etry. Some additional log ica l rules w il l  need to be incorporated 
into the program  instead of being treated as transformation rules. F or  
example, it is frequently necessary in geom etric  proofs to fo rm  conditional 
statements from  previous lines. It would be convenient to be able to do this 
by indicating a line number, an implication symbol, another line number, 
and, i f  the result is a valid in ference, plot the statement so formed. It may 
even be desirab le  to automate such log ica l princip les as the one identified 
in F igure 8 as T L  20, to avoid having to form  lengthy substitutions on the 
keyboard.
A  new problem  is found in geom etric  proofs because of the convenient 
custom of using severa l d ifferent names fo r  the same parts of a geom etric  
figure. In the sub-routine which checks the contents of the SPS m em ory 
bank (see Section 3) against the SP bank, / BAC needs to be recognized 
as the same as / CAB, segment BC as the same as segment CB, and, 
with figures, triangle CDF as the same as tr iangle  FCD, etc. One might 
wish to elim inate the complex program ing required, i f  the computer is to 
accept alternate names, by requiring that the student name every  segment 
and figure in alphabetical order (or in cyc lica l order ), and that the f irs t  
and last le tters  of angle names be alphabetized, but this requirement would 
lead to other problems as described below.
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a •
(a V (b A c) )  V ( ( ~  a V c ) A b ) « i _ > a V b
(a V (b A c) )  V ( ( ~  a V c ) A b)<-> 
a V (b A c) V (~  a A b) v  (c A b) 4-»
a V (b A c) V (~  a A b) V (b A c ) 4-»
a V a A b) V (b A c ) V (b A c) 4-»
a V (~  a A b) V (b A c ) 4->
((a V ~  a) A (a V b )) V (b A c) 4->
(I A (a V b )) v  (b A c ) 4-> 




}  06 
} 02 
}  05




0 0 (p V q) A r  4-> (p A  r ) v (q  A r ) 05 p v (q  a r )  4-> (p  v q) A (q v r )
03 P A q «-> q A p 01 P V ~  p I
06 p V q ^ q V p 07 I  A P «-> P
02 p V  p ^ p 04 p V (p A  q ) ^ p
Figure  7. S implification of a switching c ircu it using Boolean A lgebra .
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Hypothesis: ZEBA & ZBAD, ZFDA & ZBAD, AB = AD, EB = FD 
P rove : ZEAB =  ZFAD
K E Y :
“ &’ ’ means “ is supplementary to ’ ’
“ hyp’ ’ means “ hypothesis ’ ’
“ r i ”  means “ replace in ’ ’
D
“ con j’ ’ means “ conjoined with ’ ’
STA TE M E N TS REASONS
1 . AB = AD hyp
2. EB = FD hyp
3. ZEBA & ZBAD, ZFDA & ZBAD hyp
4. ZEBA ^  ZFDA 3 r i Th 10
5. AB = AD, ZEBA ^  ZFDA, EB = FD 1 conj 4 conj 2
6 . AAB E ^  A A D F 5 ri Th 11
7. ZABE ^  ZADF, ZEAB ^  ZFAD, 
ZBEA ^  ZDFA 6 ri Th 12
8. ZEAB ZFAD 7 ri T L  20
THEOREMS USED
[Follow ing the pattern sentence o f each theorem  the instance that must be 
form ed in m em ory  bank SPS is displayed. ]
Th 10. [Z X YZ  & ZUVW , Z P Q R  & ZU V W ] — Z X Y Z  s  ¿ PQR
[ZE B A  & ZBAD , Z F D A  & Z B A D ] — Z E B A  s  Z F D A
Th 11. [UV = XY, ZUVW  s  Z X Y Z ,  VW = Y Z ]  — AUVW ^  A X YZ  
[AB = AD, Z A B E  ^  ZA D F ,  BE = DF] — AABE s  AADF
Th 12. A X Y Z  «  AUVW — [Z X Y Z  s  ZUVW , Z Z X Y  s* Z W U V . 'Z Y Z X  ^  ZVWU]
AABE  ^  AAD F  — [ZA B E  ^  Z A D F , Z E A B  g* Z F A D , ¿ BEA ^  Z D F A ]
T L  20. [ p, q, r ] — q
[ZA B E  s  Z AD F , Z E A B  ^  Z F A D , Z BEA ^  Z D F A ] — Z E A B  a* Z F A D
Figure 8. A  p roo f of a theorem in geometry.
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The most useful theorems in geom etry  are often ex trem ely  lengthy 
i f  stated fully in symbolic term s and some abbreviation would be d e s ir ­
able. F o r  example, consider the theorem which is custom arily  stated 
in English as fo llows:
I f  two sides and the included angle of one tr iangle  are 
congruent respective ly  to two sides and the included 
angle of another tr iangle, the two tr iangles are 
congruent.
An abbreviated statement of this theorem  fo r  use in a proo f teaching log ic  
might read as fo llows:
F o r  each triangle UVW and for  each triangle X Y Z ,
(UV ^  XY , ZUVW  ^  Z X Y Z , VW s* Y Z ) = >  AUVW ^  AXYZ.
This statement is nearly  equivalent to the statement in English above, 
but to make it com plete ly  so would make it too complicated fo r  conven­
ient use.
The abbreviated statement im p lic it ly  includes the conditions that UV 
and VW must be sides of triangle UVW and that X Y  and YZ  must be sides 
of tr iangle  X Y Z  by virtue of the linking rule fo r substitution: each variab le  
must be replaced by copies of the same expression. Together with the 
linking rule, which is a fundamental part of the PRO O F program , the 
statement also implies the condition that each angle named be included 
between the two sides named from  the same triangle. However, the 
linking rule precludes always maintaining alphabetic o rder in names.
Thus, i f  the variable, ‘ Z X Y Z ’ is replaced by ‘ Z B A C ’ , the linking rule 
then requ ires that ‘ X Y ’ be replaced by ‘ B A ’ . Finding a solution to the 
multiple name problem is c lea r ly  required, fo r  the linking rule is a funda­
mental princip le of mathematical log ic .
In order to use the above theorem  in a proo f constructed on a general 
prob lem -so lv ing  system, a complex ser ies  of commands is required. It 
would be necessary  to arrange a conjunction of three statements in the 
proper o rder to form  the antecedant (as in line 5 of F igure 8), and it would 
be necessary  to specify the substitution fo r  each of the six variab les . This 
procedure is already a m ore  complex task than seems pedagogically
desirab le fo r  geom etry  proofs. It is evident that the proo f shown in 
F igure 8 is a fa ir ly  simple one, as far as geom etry  theorems go, and 
yet substitution is required in three theorems of the com plex ity  of the one 
discussed above.
As has been mentioned previously, it has been shown that computers 
can be program ed to generate proofs of theorems such as might be r e ­
quired to justify  shortcuts typ ica lly  taken in a lgebraic problem  solving. 
P rogram s of this sort might conceivably be developed to check the justi­
fiab il ity  of the gaps that must needs be le ft in geom etry  proofs, i f  they 
are to be reasonably simple to construct on an automated prob lem -so lv ing 
system. We do not contemplate im m ediate ly  developing a teaching logic 
which has such capacities, consequently, extensive work  in geom etry  may 
have to be postponed until our experience with s im pler problems makes 
such a development seem worthwhile. The new features which we are plan­
ning fo r  the next vers ion  of a mathematical p rob lem -so lv ing  system are 
b r ie f ly  described in the final section of this report.
F o r  examples of such log ica l gaps, see Unit 6 of the UICSM text, 
High School Mathematics. Urbana: Un ivers ity  of I l lino is  P re s s ,  
I960 .
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6. M ajor Features of the System which is in Preparation  fo r  Mathematical 
P rob lem  Solving
Since completing the PROOF program , the authors have been deve lop­
ing a plan fo r  a m ore general system. The new system is planned fo r  
operation with newly developed equipment (P L A T O  II I )  which w i l l  provide 
twenty o r  m ore  student-stations, a la rg e r  and m ore  flex ib le  keyset, and 
certain  other technical improvements in the plotting and erasing features.
The present plans w i l l  perm it intricate branching. Specifically , they 
provide fo r  the construction of the steps in an exerc ise  by:
a. form ing an instance of one of the hypotheses given in the exerc ise  
or of any principle given or assumed by the student;
b. choosing any p r io r  step as a source to be transform ed by the ap­
plication of one of the stored princip les, another line, or by an 
assumed transformation rule entered by the student;
c. conjoining two or three p r io r  lines in accordance with the rules 
of log ic  governing the particu lar connective chosen;
d. form ing a statement which conjoins transformations o f two oi 
three p r io r  steps.
The new system w il l  perm it the student to formulate a lemma fo r  use 
in working an exerc ise  by “ typing”  its pattern-sentence. He may then 
prove the lem m a in the same manner he uses to prove theorems given as 
exerc ises ,  or he may assume the lemma and use it in working any of the 
given exerc ises  of that lesson. Unlike the p re -s to red  transformation 
rules, use of this lemma is restr ic ted  to the student who formulated it. 
Theorem s which w ere  proved using assumed but unproved lemmas are 
not accepted fo r  use in other exerc ises ; however, the student may defer 
proo f of a lem m a until he has finished proving the exerc ise  theorem  and 
still have his proof accepted.
